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FONTANESI 
FLIES TO 
FOURTH FIM 
WMX CROWN
After five of six rounds WMX came down to 

another hand-wringing and tense finale at the 

Grand Prix of Czech Republic with only two points 

between reigning number one Kiara Fontanesi and 

main rival Livia Lancelot. It was a repeat of the 

gripping 2013 series closer at the same Loket 

circuit and the Italian managed to prevail once 

more to take second place overall – to Yamaha’s 

Nancy Van der Ven, celebrating her maiden GP 

triumph – on her YZ250F to become the first racer 

in the history of a competition that began in 2008 

to win four titles in a row.
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PODIUM  
PERSISTENCE 
Movistar Yamaha MotoGP’s Valentino Rossi 

celebrated being presented with a Honorary 

Membership of the British Racing Drivers’ Club 

by clinching his first victory ever at Silverstone. 

His brilliant performance in challenging 

conditions secured him his fourth win and 

twelfth podium of the season and gave him back 

the lead in the championship as he prepares for 

his home Grand Prix in Misano.
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 Maxime Ren aux

YZ125 2015

RENAUX 
ENTERS 
THE BIG 
STAGE 
French Champion and EMX125 European 

Championship pace-setter Maxime Renaux 

further embellished his credentials as one of the 

outstanding motocrossers on the continent by 

taking his Kemea Yamaha Yamalube YZ125 to FIM 

Junior World Championship success in Spain. The 

teenager narrowly beat Conrad Mewse in two 

close and entertaining motos. Sadly any chance of 

doing the ‘World-European’ double this season 

was wrecked by a broken collarbone just prior to 

the Grand Prix of Belgium in late July but Maxime 

is certainly destined for big things judging by his 

ability on the two-stroke.
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FULL  
FACTORY  

SUZUKA  
GLORY

Pole position, a new endurance track record, and a sensational victory; Yamaha took it all in the 

38th “Coca-Cola Zero” Suzuka 8 Hours Endurance Road Race. Yamaha Factory Racing Team’s 

Katsuyuki Nakasuga, Pol Espargaró and Bradley Smith were the team to beat all weekend and 

highlighted the strength of the YZF-R1 with a sensational win, the first for Yamaha at the iconic 

Suzuka race for 19 years. 

GMT Yamaha’s David Checa, Kenny Foray and Mathieu Gines made their experience and 

teamwork count and rode from sixteenth to a well-deserved sixth place. Monster Energy 

Yamaha Austria Racing Team (YART)’s Broc Parkes, Sheridan Morais and Iván Silva were the 

fastest Pirelli team on the track before they were forced to end the race prematurely.
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ROMAIN FEBVRE

MXGP 2015

The last rookie to win the premier class of the FIM Motocross World Championship was a certain 

YZ450F-mounted Tony Cairoli back in 2009. Yamaha Factory Racing Yamalube’s Romain Febvre 

eclipsed that feat as the 23 year old clinched the premier class title – the first Frenchman to do 

so – in front of a bumper 37,000 crowd at Assen for the Dutch Grand Prix. Second place overall 

for ‘461’ represented an eleventh podium in a row on the works YZ450FM in his first 

term on the bigger bike. Six triumphs thanks to an exciting, all-action 

riding style helped win Romain and Yamaha many new 

fans in 2015 and before the season 

had even wrapped.

FEBVRE  
MAKES MXGP  

HISTORY
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DOMINANT 
FORM
Twelve rounds into the MotoGP season, Movistar 

Yamaha has consistently set the pace and led 

the action at the front of the pack. Following 

his brilliant win in Brno two weeks ago, his fifth 

of the year, Jorge Lorenzo is well and truly in 

contention for the 2015 title, especially since he’s 

known to be a strong closer. 
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PAGE 30 >>

JOSH  
BROOKES 
INTERVIEW

ON A ROLL
Milwaukee Yamaha’s Josh Brookes is on a roll with his YZF-R1. He came close to scoring his first 

race win of the season several times, but it wasn’t until the sixth round at Brands Hatch that 

he got to quench his thirst for glory with a double victory. Hungry for the British Superbike title, 

he immediately duplicated his amazing achievement and went on to score a second and third 

consecutive double victory at the next two rounds in Thruxton and Cadwell Park to take over the 

championship lead by thirty-nine points.
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Monster Yamaha Tech3’s Bradley Smith is at the top of his game. Besides winning the 

Suzuka 8 Hours alongside teammate Pol Espargaro he’s also a consistent MotoGP 

point-scorer this season and finished as top satellite rider in seven out of twelve 

rounds. His consistency has moved him up to sixth in the championship 

standings, making him the highest ranking satellite rider. 

Espargaro is not far behind and eager to work his 

way to the front at the coming six 

Grand Prix.

TECH3 AT 
THE TOP
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MARTIN 
DOUBLES 
UP WITH 
SECOND  
AMA TITLE
The twelve rounds of the Lucas Oil AMA Pro 

National motocross series in the U.S. seemed 

to pass in a blur; much in the same way as JGR 

Yamaha’s Justin Barcia and Star Racing Yamaha 

Yamalube’s Jeremy Martin and Cooper Webb did 

in the 450MX and 250MX categories respectively 

(coincidentally all three set to represent Team USA 

at the Motocross of Nations). For Martin in particular 

2015 was memorable for his second straight AMA 

250MX title on the YZ250F after winning a duel with 

Marvin Musquin that went down to the very last 

moto of the year.
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THE TEXAS 
TORNADO 
RETURNS

The ever-popular Colin Edwards was back 

in the MotoGP paddock at Indianapolis to 

the delight of race fans across the world. 

The GP legend rode a few laps around the 

track on a special YZR-M1 with an iconic 

yellow colour scheme to celebrate Yamaha 

Motor Co., Ltd. 60th anniversary, reminding 

everyone of the livery he and Valentino 

Rossi donned ten years earlier at Laguna 

Seca for the 50th Anniversary celebrations.
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GUILLOD IN  
THE MX2 MIX

Standing Construct Yamaha Yamalube’s Valentin Guillod was one of six riders still pursuing the 

number one plate in the MX2 class of the FIM Motocross World Championship as the campaign 

rushed towards a conclusion in August and into September. With series leader Jeffrey Herlings 

out through injury the competition was poised for another breath-taking climax for the second 

year in a row and Guillod – a three time Grand Prix winner for his best season to-date in the  

category – was right at the heart of the dispute and pushing for a final top three slot in 2015.
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READ HERE >>

INTERVIEW 
WITH WILCO 
ZEELENBERG

READ HERE >>

INTERVIEW 
WITH MASSIMO 
MEREGALLI

BEHIND  
EVERY  
GREAT  
RIDER

For many race fans being a part of the Movistar Yamaha MotoGP team is their dream 

job. What could be better than working with living legends such as Valentino Rossi 

and Jorge Lorenzo? Team Director Massimo Meregalli and Rider Performance Analyst 

Wilco Zeelenberg gave new insight into what it’s like to be a member of a 

factory MotoGP team, sharing all there is to know about their 

busy roles, the developing team dynamics 

and the healthy lifestyle that 

comes with it.
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HAPPY-
GO-
LUCKY
Off track Monster Energy/Graves/Yamaha’s Cameron 

Beaubier is your typical young American racer. He’s 

always carrying a big smile and a laid-back attitude, 

but don’t let his positive persona fool you; when his 

visor is down, he is ready to fight his YZF-R1 to the 

top. He leads the MotoAmerica’s Inaugural 

Superbike Series by 18 points from teammate Josh 

Hayes after they have divided the season so far 

equally between them and secured eight wins each. 

This means the championship will be decided at the 

next round in New Jersey in September during the 

final two races. 
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READ MORE >>

THE 
GOLDEN 
RATIO
Milwaukee Yamaha’s Josh Brookes was offered 

the opportunity by Team Yamaha MGM to test 

their Superbike*IDM spec. Being one of the few 

riders to have ridden both the YZF-R1 and YZF-

R1M, we caught up with Brookes in Assen to ask 

him what it takes to get the best out of the rider, 

the bike and the team.
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MANIA IN 
MADRID
The Red Bull X-Fighters is always spectacular, but 

Tom Pagés raised the competition to the next 

level in Madrid. ‘How?’ you ask. Simply by doing 

what the Frenchman does best; making his 

competition shake to their core and having the 

crowd jump to their feet as they watched him 

make the best run of the season so far.

Photography: Red Bull Content Pool
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THE 
CROWNING 
POINT
Will Langenscheidt Racing by Fast Bike Service’s 

Mathieu Gines take the Superbike*IDM Superstock 

title? It all comes down to the final round at 

Hockenheimring and he’s feeling confident after 

increasing his 1-point advantage before the 

penultimate round in Assen to a 24-point margin.

“It was like starting the championship again, 

everybody could fight for the front, but now it’s only 

between me and one other rival, so I have much 

better odds. My team is working very hard and I 

think we have good cards. It’s nice because the field 

is getting closer together and there are four or five 

riders that can fight for the win. My feeling at 

Hockenheim is perfect. It’s a good track, I like it and I 

think I can have a good race there.”
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DOUBLE 
DELIGHT

A month after the perfect win by the Factory team in Suzuka, Yamaha took glory once again 

at the third and penultimate round of the FIM Endurance World Championship in 

Oschersleben. The weekend started promisingly with Monster Energy Yamaha YART riding 

it’s Yamaha YZF-R1 to a stunning pole, and kept on getting better. GMT94 Yamaha stuck to 

their game plan to stay in contention for the championship title and rode to a faultless 

victory, while YART got away with a minor crash on oil on the track and secured 

third for a double Yamaha podium. GMT currently holds second 

place in the standings and is 23 points behind 

the leaders with 60 points still 

up for grabs.
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ENTER THE 
WORLD OF 
YAMAHA 
RACING
Did you know you can keep up to date on the latest racing news on 

Yamaha Racing’s website, Instagram account, Twitter and Facebook 

page? Follow us now and never miss out on any of the inside scoops 

on MotoGP, MXGP, road racing, enduro and other series again.
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www.yamaha-motor.eu Follow us on

The living, breathing heart of the new MotoGP inspired YZF-R1 is ready to fuse with yours. 
The super lightweight 998cc superbike’s 199kg body and 200ps mechanical soul are one 
with its aluminium Deltbox frame. The YZF-R1’s M1 inspired electronic sensors and controls 
and next generation 6-axis IMU give you total control to let your emotions ride free.
The motorcycle is the rider, the rider is the motorcycle. Yamaha R1. We R1
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